
Advanced   Placement:   English   Language   and   Composition  

Summer   Assignment   2020-2021  

  

The   AP   English   Language   and   Composition   course   emphasizes   a   mix   of   politics,   history,  

literature,   social   sciences,   current   events,   and   nonfiction   prose.    In   this   class   you   will   be   asked  

to   analyze   writing,   develop   sound   reasoning   and   argumentation,   as   well   as   identify,   examine,  

and   employ   rhetorical   strategies.  

  

Due   date :    This   entire   assignment   is   due   the   second   day   of   class.    Failure   to   complete   the  

assignment   will   result   in   TWO   zeroes.  

  

Plagiarism:   Plagiarism   at   the   university   level   is   met   with   expulsion.   In   this   class   you   will  

receive   a   zero.    You   may   not   use   any   material   from   another   student   or   from   a   source   that   is   not  

cited   correctly.  

  

Part   I:   AP   Vocabulary  

Below   please   find   a   list   of   rhetorical/literary   terms   that   you   will   be   responsible   for   before   the  

coursework   begins.     You   will   have   an   exam   on   these   terms   in   the   first   cycle   of   classes.  

  

1.      allusion-    a   reference   to   a   person,   place,   or   event   meant   to   create   or   enhance   the  

meaning   of   the   text.  

2.       ambiguity-   a   vagueness   of   meaning;   a   conscious   lack   of   clarity   meant   to   evoke  

multiple   meanings   or   interpretations.  

3.      anaphora-   the   repetition   of   a   word   or   words   at   the   beginning   of   two   or   more  

successive   verses,   clauses,   or   sentences.  

4.      anecdote-a   brief   narrative   often   used   to   illustrate   an   idea   or   make   a   point.  

5.      antecedent-   a   word   to   which   a   pronoun   refers.  

6.      antithesis-   a   rhetorical   opposition   or   contrast   of   ideas   by   means   of    a   grammatical  

arrangement   of   words,   clauses,   or   sentences,   as   in   the   following:  

Example:   “They   promised   us   freedom   but   provided   slavery.”  

7.      apostrophe-   a   locution   that   addresses   a   person   or   personified   thing   not   present.   



Example:   “Oh,   you   cruel   streets   of   Manhattan,   how   I   abhor   you!”  

8.     clause-   a   structural   element   of   a   sentence,   consisting   of   a   grammatical   subject   and   a  

predicate.    Independent   clauses,   called   main   clauses,   may   stand   on   their   own   as  

complete   sentences;   dependent   clauses,   which   are   used   as   nouns   or   modifiers,   are  

incomplete   sentences   and   may   not   stand   alone.  

9.      circumlocution-   Literally   “talking   around”   a   subject;   discourse   that   avoids   direct  

reference   to   the   particular   subject.  

10.      conceit-   a   witty   or   ingenious   thought;   a   diverting   or   highly   fanciful   idea,   often  

stated   in   figurative   language.  

11.      connotation-   the   suggested   or   implied   meaning   of    a   word   or   phrase.  

12.      deductive   reasoning-   a   method   of   reasoning   by   which   specific   definitions,  

conclusions,   and   theorems   are   drawn   from   general   principles.   Its   opposite   is   inductive  

reasoning.  

13.      diction-   the   choice   of   words   in   oral   and   written   discourse.  

14.      didactic-   having   an   instructive   purpose;   intending   to   convey   information   or   teach   a  

lesson.  

15.      euphemism-   a   mild   or   less   negative   usage   for   a   harsh   or   blunt   term.  

16.      exposition-    the   background   and   events   that   lead   to   the   presentation   of   the   main  

idea   or   purpose   of   an   essay   or   other   work;   setting   forth   the   meaning   or   purpose   of   a  

piece   of   writing   or   discourse.  

17.      explication-   the   interpretation   or   analysis   of   a   text  

18.      fallacious   reasoning-   an   incorrect   belief   or   supposition   based   on   faulty   data,  

defective   evidence.  

19.      hyperbole-   gross   exaggeration   for   rhetorical   effect.  

20.      inductive   reasoning-   a   method   of   reasoning   in   which   a   number   of   specific   facts   or  

examples   are   used   to   make   a   generalization.   

21.      metonymy-   a   figure   of   speech   that   uses   the   name   of   one   thing   to   represent  

something   else   with   which   it   is   associated.  

Example:   “The   White   House   declares…”  

22.      oxymoron-   a   term   consisting   of   contradictory   elements   juxtaposed   to   create   a  

paradoxical   effect.  



Example:   loud   silence,   jumbo   shrimp  

23.      paradox-   a   statement   that   seems   self-contradictory   but   is   nevertheless   true.  

24.      parallel   structure-the   structure   required   for   expressing   two   or   more   grammatical  

elements   of   equal   rank:   coordinate   ideas,   compared   and   contrasted   ideas,   and  

correlative   construction.  

Example:   “Colleges   favor   applicants   with   strong   academics,   varied   interests,  

and   high   standardized   test   scores.”  

25.      parody-   an   imitation   of   a   work   meant   to   ridicule   its   style   and   subject.  

26.      persona-   the   role   or   façade   that   a   character   assumes   or   depicts   to   a   reader.  

27.      pun-   a   humorous   play   on   words,   using   similar-sounding   or   identical   words   to  

suggest   different   meanings.  

28.      refutation-   the   part   of   discourse   wherein   opposing   arguments   are   anticipated   and  

refuted.  

29.      rhetoric-   the   language   of   a   work   and   its   style;   words,   often   highly   emotional,   used  

to   convince   or   sway   an   audience.  

30.      rhetorical   mode-   general   term   that   identifies   discourse   according   to   its   chief  

purpose.   Modes   include   exposition   (to   explain,   analyze,   or   discuss   an   idea),  

argumentation   (to   prove   a   point   or   persuade),   description   (to   recreate   or   present   with  

details),   and   narration   (to   relate   by   way   of   anecdote   or   story).  

31.      rhetorical   question-   a   question   to   which   the   audience   already   knows   the   answer;   a  

question   asked   merely   for   effect   with   no   answer   expected.  

32.      satire-   a   literary   style   used   to   poke   fun   at,   attack,   or   ridicule   an   idea,   vice,   foible,  

often   for   the   purpose   of   inducing   social   change.  

33.      sentence   structure-   the   arrangement   of   a   sentence.    A   sentence   may   be   simple   (one  

subject   and   one   verb),   compound   (2   or   more   independent   clauses   joined   by   a  

conjunction),   or   complex   (an   independent   clause   plus   one   or   more   dependent   clauses.  

34.      stylistic   devices-a   general   term   referring   to   diction,   syntax,   tone,   figurative  

language,   and   all   other   elements   that   contribute   to   “style”,   or   manner   of   a   given   piece  

of   discourse.  

35.      syllogism-   a   form   of   deductive   reasoning   in   which   given   certain   ideas   or   facts,  

other   ideas   or   facts   must   follow.  



Example:   “   All   men   are   mortal.   Mike   is   a   man;   therefore   Mike   is   mortal.”  

36.      synecdoche-   figure   of   speech   in   which   a   part   signifies   the   whole   (fifty   masts  

instead   of   fifty   ships)   or   the   whole   signifies   the   part   (days   for   life   as   in   “He   had   lived  

his   days   under   the   African   sun”):   when   the   name   of   a   material   stands   for   the   thing  

itself,   as   in   pigskin   for   football.  

37.      syntax-   the   arrangement   or   organization   of   language   into   meaningful   structure;  

every   sentence   has   a   particular   syntax,   or   pattern   of   words.  

38.      tone-   the   author’s   attitude   toward   the   subject   being   written   about.   The   tone   is   the  

characteristic   emotion   that   pervades   a   work   or   part   of   a   work-   the   spirit   or   quality   that  

is   the   work’s   emotional   essence.  

39.      verisimilitude-   similar   to   the   truth;   the   quality   of   realism   that   persuades   readers  

that   they   are   getting   a   vision   of   life   as   it   is.  

40.      voice-   the   real   or   assumed   personality   used   by   a   writer   or   speaker.    In   grammar,  

active   voice   and   passive   voice   refer   to   the   use   of   verbs.   A   verb   is   in   the   active   voice  

when   it   expresses   action   performed   by   its   subject.   A   verb   is   in   the   passive   voice   when  

it   expresses   an   action   performed   upon   its   subject   or   when   the   subject   is   the   result   of  

the   action.  

ACTIVE:   The   crew   raked   the   leaves.  

PASSIVE:   The   leaves   were   raked   by   the   crew.  

Stylistically,   the   active   voice   leads   to   more   economical   and   vigorous   writing.  

 

If   you   want   to   study   these   further,   please   see:  

https://yale.learningu.org/download/f10e0a0e-1866-4958-9058-11e84f35ad24/H2976_AP 

EngLangGlossary.pdf   

  

Part   II:   Read    Thank   You   for   Arguing  

  

Please   buy   or   borrow   a   copy   of    Thank   You   for   Arguing    by   Jay   Heinrichs.  

1.  You   must   read   the   work   in   its   entirety.  

2.  Please   write   an   essay   responding   to   the   following   prompt:   

https://yale.learningu.org/download/f10e0a0e-1866-4958-9058-11e84f35ad24/H2976_APEngLangGlossary.pdf
https://yale.learningu.org/download/f10e0a0e-1866-4958-9058-11e84f35ad24/H2976_APEngLangGlossary.pdf


Choose   three   concepts   that   are   most   important   to   the   development   of   a  

successful   argument   and   compose   a   450-500   word   essay   that   argues   why   those  

three   arguments   are   most   critical.   

3.  Your   essay   must   answer   the   prompt   completely   as   well   as   apply   the   concepts  

from   Heinrich’s   work   in   your   writing.    Make   sure   the   essay   is   typed   and   in   MLA  

format.   For   questions   regarding   MLA   format,   consult   the   Purdue   OWL   Writing  

Lab   website:   owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01  

  

Part   III-   Read    The   Talented   Mr.   Ripley    by   Patricia   Highsmith  

  

The   following   discussion   questions   must   be   typed   and   follow   MLA   format.  

1. How   does   the   historical   setting   affect   the   mood   and   atmosphere   of   the   novel?  

2. How   is   the   American   Dream   presented   thematically?  

3. How   is   identity   a   critical   component   to   the   overall   message   of   the   work?  

4. What   effect   does   diction   and   Highsmith’s   “hard-boiled”   style   have   on   the   reader?  

5. Identify   and   explain   one   symbol   in   the   novel.  

6. What   do   Tom’s   conflicts   reveal   about   his   character?  

7. What   are   the   implications   of   creating   a   criminal   as   the   hero   of   a   novel?  

8. How   is   Tom   a   creature   of   his   milieu?   What   role   does   a   character’s   environment   play   in  

literary   works?  

9. How   is    The   Talented   Mr.   Ripley    an   existential   novel?  

10.   How   are   the   last   words   of   the   novel   critical   to   the   understanding   of   Highsmith’s  

attitude   toward   Tom   Ripley?    

  
N.B.   
All   students   taking   AP   Classes   in   2020   -   2021   school   year   will   be   required   to   know   their  
username   and   password   for   their   College   Board   Account    by   September   14,   2020 .    Please  
make   sure   you   only   have   1   College   Board   account   and   know   your   username   and   password.    If  
you   have   not   already   created   an   account,   you   must   do   so.    This   one   account   is   for   everything,  
including   SAT,   AP,   PSAT/NMSQT,   CLEP,   and   BigFuture   activities,   so   provide   complete   and  
accurate   information.  
  
The   link   to   register   can   be   found   at:   
https://cbaccount.collegeboard.org/iamweb/smartRegister  


